
CSE 291G: Computational Statistics Winter 2020

Lecture 3: January 14th, 2020
Lecturer: Daniel Kane Scribes: Rishikesh Vaishnav, Lana Gaspariani

Note: LATEX template courtesy of UC Berkeley EECS dept.

Disclaimer: These notes have not been subjected to the usual scrutiny reserved for formal publications.
They may be distributed outside this class only with the permission of the Instructor.

3.1 General Announcements

• Please submit your scribe notes within a week of lecture.

• If you can find the person assigned to scribe the same lecture as you, you can collaborate, but I will
require higher quality for an equivalent grade.

3.2 Review

In last lecture, we showed that in order to learn an unstructured distribution over [n] to error less than ε
with high probability, Θ(n/ε2) samples are required. Lecture 1 established an O(n/ε2) upper bound, and
Lecture 2 established an information-theoretic Ω(n/ε2) lower bound.

3.3 Distribution Testing

3.3.1 Introduction

Often, the questions we ask about a distribution are much simpler than “what is the distribution, exactly.”
For example, we may ask:

• Given distribution p over [n], is p = un, where un is the uniform distribution over [n]?

• Given distribution p over [n] and q over [n], is p = q?

• Given distribution p over [n] and q over [n′], are p and q independent?

Note that all of these questions can be answered by learning the distributions with enough samples. However,
this also answers the more difficult question of what the distribution exactly is, and so is likely more effort
than is necessary.

This realm of “Distribution Testing” is the computational analog of “Hypothesis Testing” in classical statis-
tics.

In order to be able to answer these questions, we need some separation between YES instances and NO

instances. For example, if someone asks you if a coin is a fair coin, that’s an impossible question to answer!
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No matter how many trials you perform, the ratio of heads to tails could be approaching 1
2 + ε for some

arbitrarily small ε, instead of 1
2 as you’d like to show.

However, if we assume some separation, i.e., that the coin is either a fair coin or some ε far from being a fair
coin, the problem becomes tractable. If we take enough flips to learn the ratio to accuracy ε

2 W.H.P. (e.g.,
using the simple empirical bin counts algorithm from Lecture 1), we can now say that, if the ratio is a number
within 1

2 ±
ε
2 , we have by the same probability constant—2/3 is sufficient for most purposes—that the ratio

is exactly 1
2 . Intuitively, by eliminating the possibility of all ratios within ε of 1

2 , we have “concentrated” the
2/3 probability of the accuracy of learning onto the ratio 1

2 .

As suggested above, we more generally have that we can always answer these questions by learning to
accuracy better than ε

2 . However, this is a “trivial” algorithm that likely does more work than necessary.
We want to find a better algorithm (w.r.t. sample complexity).

3.3.2 Uniformity Testing Introduction

In this problem, we’re given a distribution p on [n]. We start by making the assumption that either

p = un,

or

|p− un| > ε,

where | · | denotes the L1 distance. We are taking N independent and identically distributed samples from
p and we want to distinguish the above cases with with at least 2

3 probability.

In classical statistics, we might solve this using a χ2 (chi-squared) tester, in which, for a sample size of N ,
we calculate the expected number ei = 1

nN of items in each bin i, take N samples, compute

s =

n∑
i=1

(ei −Ni)2

ei
,

and find the probability of a value greater than s on a χ2 distribution with n−1 degrees of freedom. However,
the assumption that s follows such a distribution requires large N (at least n), and so is not very sample
efficient. As already mentioned for this method to even make sense, we need to have at least Ω(n) samples.

There are algorithms not asymptotically as powerful, which are a little bit more complicated, you can find
algorithms that actually work with far fewer samples.

Important thing to note happens to be the bin count - something we get from the samples, while both order
and distinguishing bins is irrelevant. The random collisions give us the useful information.

For any trial in which we pick N samples, we will have a certain number of collisions, that is, pairs of samples
falling into the same bin. It can easily be shown that

E[# collisions] =

(
N

2

) n∑
i=1

p2i ,

and more generally, the expected number of k-tuples of samples in the same bin is

E[# k-tuples] =

(
N

k

) n∑
i=1

pki .
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Intuitively, these values are minimized when p is the uniform distribution, requiring that the corresponding
sums

∑n
i=1 p

k
i are minimized when p = un. Specifically, we have that |p|22, is minimized when p = un, where

| · |2 represents the L2 norm.

From the birthday problem, we have that the number of samples needed to start seeing a collision W.H.P.
is
√
n (i.e., solve the first equation above for N when p = un and E[# collisions] = 1). So roughly, if we can

take approximately
√
n samples without collision, we know W.H.P. that we have uniform distribution. This

suggests a sample complexity of around
√
n. However, this isn’t much of a formal proof.

What we want to do is detect when
∑n
i |pi −

1
n | is large. However, this is a non-polynomial term and thus

difficult to work with. So, we instead work with the L2 distance:

n∑
i

∣∣∣∣pi − 1

n

∣∣∣∣2 =

n∑
i

(
pi −

1

n

)2

,

which is a polynomial in the pi.

3.3.3 Closeness Testing Sample Complexity

Let’s work through this in a more general case. We have an unknown distribution p and a known distribution
q both supported on [n]. We want to estimate

n∑
i

(pi − qi)2 = |p− q|22.

That is, we want to take a number of samples N from each distribution and run some function on the
resultant bin counts which an unbiased estimator of |p − q|22. Let Xi be a random variable denoting the
number of samples in bin i of distribution p, and similarly Let Yi be a random variable denoting the number
of samples in bin i of distribution q.

As it stands, analyzing the expected value of any function of Xi and Yi is difficult, because with a fixed sample
size N , these variables are not independent. To easily see this, imagine that we know that X1 = N—this
constrains Xi = 0 for all 1 < i ≤ n.

However, if we assume that the sample sizes for p and q are Poisson-distributed with mean k, it can be shown
(see https://dataorigami.net/blogs/napkin-folding/127970947-poissonization-of-multinomials)
that

Xi ∼ Poi(kpi), Yi ∼ Poi(kqi),

and the set of all Xi, Yi are pairwise marginally independent. This is known as the “Poissonization” trick.
Because we have that W.H.P. Poi(k) = Θ(k), any analysis that proceeds from here is almost exactly correct
even if we fix the number of samples at k (in terms of the previous notation, taking a fixed number of
samples N).

Our first idea might be to define our function as (Xi − Yi)2, however, solving for the expected value:

E[(Xi − Yi)2] = E[X2
i ]− 2E[XiYi] + E[Y 2

i ]

= E[X2
i ]− 2E[Xi]E[Yi] + E[Y 2

i ] (independence)

= (kpi)
2 + (kpi)− 2(kpi)(kqi) + (kqi)

2 + (kqi) (nth moments of Poisson variables)

= k2(pi − qi)2 + k(pi + qi),
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and so this is a biased estimator. However, we can find an unbiased estimator as follows:

E[(Xi − Yi)2] = k2(pi − qi)2 + kpi + kqi

= k2(pi − qi)2 + E[Xi] + E[Yi]

E[(Xi − Yi)2]− E[Xi]− E[Yi] = k2(pi − qi)2

E[(Xi − Yi)2 −Xi − Yi] = k2(pi − qi)2 (linearity of expectation),

an unbiased estimator up to the known constant factor k2.

So, we have that, for any such trial, the function
∑n
i=1(xi − yi)2 − xi − yi ≈ k2|pi − qi|22. The next question

we want to answer is: how far off can we expect to be from this on any given trial? That is, what is the
variance of our estimator?

Let Z ≡
∑n
i=1(Xi − Yi)2 −Xi − Yi. Solving for the variance of Z:

var (Z) = var

(
n∑
i=1

(Xi − Yi)2 −Xi − Yi

)

=

n∑
i=1

var
(
(Xi − Yi)2 −Xi − Yi

)
(independence)

=

n∑
i=1

E[((Xi − Yi)2 −Xi − Yi)2]− E[(Xi − Yi)2 −Xi − Yi]2 (def. of variance)

=

n∑
i=1

E[((Xi − Yi)2 −Xi − Yi)2]− (k2|pi − qi|22)2 (see mean derivation above),

which, using independence and our knowledge of the nth moments of Poisson variables, can easily be sim-
plified to the form:

var (Z) =
∑
i

4k3(pi − qi)2(pi + qi) + 2k2(pi + qi)
2,

and we have, by Cauchy-Schwarz:

var (Z) = O(k3|p− q|22|p+ q|2 + k2|p+ q|22).

Taking a step back, we can slightly modify the original separation assumption to fit into the mold of the L2

norm. That is, we can assume that either p = q or |p− q|2 > ε.

In the former case (p = q), we have that:

1. E[Z] = 0.

2. var (Z) = O(k2|q|22).

3. W.H.P. |Z| = O(k|q|2) (that is, W.H.P. Z is within O(1) standard deviation of the mean).

In the latter case (|p = q|2 > ε), we have that:

1. E[Z] = k2|pi − qi|22 > k2ε2.

2. var (Z) = O(k3|p− q|22|p+ q|2 + k2|p+ q|22) (as above).

3. W.H.P. Z < E[Z] +
√

var (Z) and Z > E[Z]−
√

var (Z)
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So, in order to be able to separate these two cases, we want that the lower W.H.P. bound on Z in the latter
case is much greater than the upper W.H.P. bound on Z in the former case. If we can do this we can define
a threshold t ≡ O(k|q|2) for determining which case is more likely. How can we achieve this? By selecting
an appropriate k, of course!

Want we want is that E[Z] −
√

var (Z) � k|q|2, or equivalently E[Z] � k|q|2 +
√

var (Z). This is readily
implied if E[Z]2 � k2|q|22 + var (Z). Expanding the terms:

k2|p− q|22 � k|q|2 +
√
O(k3|p− q|22|p+ q|2 + k2|p+ q|22).

We want to express the variance only in terms of |q|2 and |p−q|2 (because this has an assumed relation to ε).
We begin by noting the relation |p+ q|2 � |q|2 + |p− q|2 (intuitively, by the triangle inequality). Under this
assumption, we have that:

O(k3|p− q|22|p+ q|2 + k2|p+ q|22)� O(k3|p− q|32 + k3|p− q|22|q|2 + k2|q|22 + k2|p− q|22).

By assumption, |p − q|2 > ε. Now, if we additionally assume that k � 1
ε , by termwise comparison the

requirement simplifies to choosing k such that:

k � |q|2
ε2

+
1

ε
.

Now, transitioning back to the original separation assumption, we assume that either p = q or |p − q| > ε.
It can be shown that for all x ∈ Rn and c ∈ R, if |x| > c, then |x|2 > c/

√
n. So, we have that in the latter

case, |p− q|2 > ε/
√
n. Replacing ε with ε/

√
n in the analysis above, we require k such that

k � |q|2n
ε2

+

√
n

ε
,

where for most practical purposes the latter additive term (contributed by the variance) can be ignored.

3.3.4 Uniformity Testing Sample Complexity

If q is the uniform distribution, we have that |q|2 = 1/
√
n, and the above requirement becomes:

k �
√
n

ε2
.

And so, we have shown that with a large enough separation assumption ε, the sample complexity is roughly√
n, matching our earlier intuition from the birthday problem. This is also an improvement over the O(n)

sample complexity of the χ2 tester.

3.3.5 Identity Testing Sample Complexity

Returning to the general case of an arbitrary q, we have a sample complexity of

k � |q|2n
ε2
≤ n

ε2
,

so knowing nothing about q, this could be as bad as the complexity of learning. (Given the number of

samples: N � |q|2
( ε√

n
)2+ 1

ε√
n

= n|q|2
ε2 ≤

n
ε2 )
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Idea: Find a way to reduce |q|2, then use L2 tester. We can “split up” the heavy bins of q (i.e., the bins with
large qi), into dnqie many subbins, and uniformly distribute samples that would have gone into qi amongst
its subbins. Now, we have at most 2n bins, each with probability at most 1/n. Define this new distribution
as q′. We now have that |q′|2 = O(1/

√
n). We similarly duplicate the bins of p to obtain p′.

Within this framework, L1 distances are unchanged. That is:

|p− q|1 = |p′ − q′|1.

Because of this, we can run the L2 tester on these distributions. Specifically, if the L2 tester returns that
p′ = q′ W.H.P., we automatically know from the relation above that p = q with the same high probability.

Now, the separation assumption becomes: either p′ = q′, or |p′ − q′| > ε. Repeating the sample complexity
analysis above, but replacing n with O(2n), we again arrive at an O(

√
n/ε2) sample complexity, as desired.

3.3.6 The L2 Tester Algorithm

We have the following general algorithm for an L2 tester:

1. Split the bins of qi into dnqie subbins, distributing qi evenly amongst them, obtaining q′ and its
corresponding bins.

2. Split the corresponding bins of the unknown pi into the same number of subbins, obtaining the bins
of p′. Denote the number of bins in p′ and q′ with n′ = O(2n).

3. Let N � O(
√
n/ε2).

4. Take N samples from q′.

5. Take N samples from p such that when bin i is selected, we randomly place the sample into one of the
corresponding subbins in p′.

6. Calculate z =
∑n′

i=1(x′i−y′i)2−x′i−y′i, where the x′i and y′i are the bin counts of p′ and q′, respectively.

7. If |z| < O(N |q′|2), return True (with high probability).

8. Otherwise, return False (with high probability).

Note that when q is uniform, no subbins are created, so this algorithm collapses into the L2 uniformity tester
we derived earlier.


